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How can a good tribute not be cheesy? The homaged original 

is seldom listening, never if it's an inert artwork whose maker 

has been in the grave all those years between. To be reverent to 

that original would be to compromise it with an unimaginative 

response, reinforcing its historical limits, like those students 

who blithely copy paintings in the Louvre, one of whom, years 

ago, I noticed had gotten a bit carried away in his veneration 

by inadvertently spraying white flecks of paint on the original 

as he cleaned his brushes. Luensman stands well back with his 

tributes, hitting them glancingly with sound or light, or perhaps 

visual rhyme, as if revealing that the kind of future these dead 

works always intended to bring about was nothing portentous. 

it is more a feeling that, for example, whistling might continue 

as the quintessential expression of being at ease in the world, 

the purest ecstatic exhalation of sound, a testament to our 

ingenuity at making something out of thin air. Or perhaps it is 

that Duveneck (through his image of a whistling boy) imagined 

what Gilles Deleuze would eventually come along to explain 

as solitary humming or whistling-the mark of an anxious 

youth drawing a defensive circle of sound around him, the first 

aesthetic demarcation of territory, combining confidence with 

wariness, like all subsequent self-expression worth its salt. 

"A child in the dark, gripped with fear, comforts himself by 

singing under his breath .... The song is like a rough sketch of a 

calming and stabi lizing, ca lm and stab le, center in the heart of 

chaos ... , Sonorous or vocal components are very important: 

a wall of sound, or at least a wall with some sonic bricks in it ."1 

The Whistling Boy, it's just that /love the painting. When I 

travel, museums are the last thing on my list of things to do, 

so when I go to museums it's very random what attracts me. 

lt's the same at the Cincinnati Art Museum. Sometimes it's more 

about the space that intrigues me ... how I can fill the space. 

I wouldn't say it's a reverential approach by any means. I respect 

the Art Museum, but I guess I have sort of a flippant take on 

things sometimes. lt's not that I disrespect it, but I just like being 

able to take a tangent off of something, have fun with it.. .. 

The whistling recording of A Boy's Sonic Whistle feels out the 

space, of course, irt connecting to its painted antecedent . But 

it also probes an enclosure of its own that will help to mark its 

own individuality and purpose against what would diminish 

it. Luensman's "fun" is part of the cheesiness of the homage. 

lt wori't do to take oneself too seriously by way of elevation. 

Better to slip up a little, get it a bit wrong, so that the wedge 

you make between the original and your homage draws a gasp, 

as if the whole exercise is to point to just how wide the gap 

is between the old one and its present other. I find myself 

thinking often of Luensman's work in relation to limericks, or 

other nonsense verse, as they enjoy the energy of language, 
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somersaulting ideas for no other reason than the sheer fun of it. 

Like this poem of Spike Milligan's, which precisely measures the 

wedge it drives in between Shakespeare and the present: 

"Said Hamlet to Ophelia, 

'I'll do a sketch of thee. 

What kind of pencil shall I use, 

2B or not 2B?"'2 

Many of Luensman's earlier installations and sound sculptures 

make a virtue of their obviousness, like kimit'aka-kun, the 

demonic-looking cymbal-bashing toy chimpanzee accompanied 

by the insinuating refrain, "Do you want to touch my monkey?" 

Some have a fairground or seaside-pier·aesthetic, like the 

mechanized penny-arcade tableaux that commemorate folk 

heroes in clunky movements. A wish to beguile and divert lay 

deep within Luensman's show lrato (2002) at the Weston Art 

Gallery and the installations constituting Zeloso (2003) at the 

Contemporary Arts Center, both in Cincinnati. In neither were 

there motivations to do other than mischievously engage the 

passerby in spending more time than they would ever normally 

spend with a sculpture and yet leave feeling unaccountably 

better about themselves, as if a cure for melancholy were fair 

game for art. In this idea of psychic transformation through 

visual languages that appeals to a greater mass of people 

(not necessarily informed of the issues of contemporary art) 

kimitaka-kun, Anthony Luensman, 2002 

and through wider sensory participation (involving that aud ience 

through touch and hearing, supplementing the sense of sight), 

Luensman's sound scu lptures share socia l ideals central to 

earlier kinetic and optical artists. Guy Brett, one of the most 

perceptive interpreters of kinetic art, saw his own role as the 

curator of Force Fields in this way: "[Force Fields] would like to 

invite the visitor to use it primarily as a device of sensitisation .... 

In particu lar this exhibition should sensitise the viewer to the 

existence of a 'language of movement,' which surely remains 

one of twentieth-century art's great unknowns."3 By enabling 

others to encounter seminal kinetic art, Brett would hav t hos 
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works realize their goal of expanding people's awareness of 

their own potential for a fuller, more complex enjoyment of 

their environment. They would feel empowered to protect what 

is most valuable about that environment for the sake of the 

richer participation of the maximum number of people. This 

antielitism that has kinetic sculptures as intermediaries between 

the radical syntax of abstract art (which shares reductive 

forms with kinetic art) and the aim of a revolutionary popular 

recreation is sustained by Luensman's early works like under 

wire cloud and nutonetricycle as they activate familiar things 

to make unexpected sounds. Descending from a tangle near 

the ceiling, under wire cloud's wires, ending in miniature pager 

motors, noisily vibrate across a cymba l when a button is pushed . 

Another activates a kid's bike, dangling high overhead, turning 

the pedals gently until they nudge two ch imes that hang down 

on either side of nutonetricycle. Historically the energy is like 

that in Jean Tinguely's sculptures, but instead of orchestrating 

the cacophonous abandon characteristic of his socially anarchic 

1960s artworks, Luensman chooses to create precise tonalities 

from each of his pieces as well as control the speed of their 

movement. In this way, the character of individual sculptures 

receives subtle inflection. Grouped together in an exhibition, 

these stud ied characteristics of sound and movement constitute 

an acc identa l orchestration of wide sonic color and kineticism. 

When I'm making things, I have all this control. There's a part 

of me that doesn't like all that control so you want to give it 

back. You want to give someone else some control over the work 

which you've held on to so tightly. Maybe that's come out of the 

performance work I did with Saw Theater where everything was 

so choreographed, and so tight. Sometimes work can feel very 

selfish in a way, even though you're doing it for an audience, so to 

speak. But sometimes working in my studio can fee/like the most 

selfish pursuit in the world, so what can you give back? A lot of 

the interactive work came out of that desire to return something. 

nutonetricyc/e, Anthony Luensman, 2002 



Luensman has frequently developed projects in homage to 

artist communities. In one sense the Cincinnati Art Museum 

is being treated as just another such community. Some of the 

work in Eolian at Olin Art Gallery at Kenyon College, in 2003, 

and most of the work in Tracings at Taipei Artist Village the 

following year consisted of kinetic addresses to other scholars 

and artists. These addresses are an unusual strategy. They 

are a kind of self-sacrifice to others' "original" conceptions. 

Peirce, Chalmers & Church, Anthony Luensman, 2003 
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They set about to be variations on existing themes rather than 

requiring a year-zero of creative initiation. As improvisations 

on others' compositions they recall a jazz tradition of taking 

standards apart only to rearrange them, irreverently sometimes, 

in fragmented form. Even John Coltrane would revisit his earlier 

melodic compositions, as in the shrill noise machine of the live 

Seattle recording of "Out of this World" with Pharaoh Saunders, 

both of them tearing apart the irresistibly exquisite melody of 

an earlier studio version. Better suited to Luensman's sensibility 

might be Rahsaan Roland Kirk's camp and his frenetic homage 

to Gloria Gaynor's disco anthem "Never Can Say Goodbye," a 

splendidly cheesy surrender to the undertow of one-night dance 

floor intoxications. Good tributes like Kirk's make us feel the 

original as if for the first time, confronting us with its qualities 

and with our own forgetfulness. 

Eolian included Peirce, Chalmers & Church, which used bicycle 

horns to broadcast speeches of past Kenyon presidents interrupted 

with recordings of lectures by charismatic English professor 

Philip Church, who had been an enduring influence on Luensman's 

thought. The installation of kinetic horns was organized to 

highlight the inventiveness of Church's performative teaching 

style as he improvised ways of immersing himself in literature to 

better communicate its qualities. For Luensman, Church's total 

responsibility to a text truly exemplified the college's mission as 

it was blithely enunciated in the presidents' formal speeches. 



In th t me show Luensman paid tribute to a second Kenyon 

professor's work . Joseph Slate's painting, Saint's Habit, used 

acrylic and gold marker to dep ict a ghostly patchwork garment 

hovering on a red field. Luensman's piece, Slate's Shadow, picked 

out the same form in updated materia ls of acrylic sheet and 

electroluminescent wire. Slate's response was perceptive about 

the estrangement enacted by the homage: "The Chinese· talk 

about the bones of things in art. And that is exactly what you 

have demonstrated ." What had impressed Luensman about Slate 

was his determination to tie his teaching to the larger world. 

Slate taught painting as if it mattered not what you had painted. 

One sensed that no matter what your content, eo/or, or design 

he was looking at a clear piece of glass-as if through a window 

beyond the classroom. 

Included in Arenas is Windshie ld Waterfall, a tribute to a work 

previously shown at the Cincinnati Art Museum. Mark Fox's 

video Elegy for the Great Hall (The Flood) depicted the Art 

Museum filling up with water as paintings floated around the 

galleries. Fox and Luensman co llaborated for many years in 

Saw Theater productions, multimedia presentations that led 

to works like under wire cloud. 

From 2000 on I was doing work ... that initially came directly out 

of {Saw Theater's Account Me Pu ppet]. l t became installation. 

Visua l light [and]. .. electronics came out of having to find a way 

to make these instruments play themselves in the gallery, or give 

the viewer a means of sounding them. 

Fox's video wryly cited Fil ippo Marinetti's revolut ionary Futurist 

ca l l for a cultural apocalypse of flooded museums. Sited 

outside on the balcony over the entrance to the Art Museum, 

Windshield Waterfall consists of a sheet of water continually 

descending an eight-by-twelve-foot acrylic screen with a 

windshield wiper rhythmically cleaning the center. Whi le Arenas 

floods th~ Art Museum with contemporary iconography and 

technology, Windshield Waterfa ll invites us to wipe the board 

clean and view the collection in a radical new light through 

Luensman's interventions . 

tony, I am the humblest artist 

Luensman is the antithesis of "Renee, I am the greatest artist," 

that flamboyant outsider, who in the 1980s repeatedly wrote 

his fantasy all over the walls of SoHo's gallery district, and in 

his way revealed the delusion required of all New York artists. 

In spite of the noise of his sound scu lptures, Luensman's 

characteristic is a circumspect humility. The sound provides 

a decoy luring the audience away from any probing into 

the arti st 's motivations and toward the shared pleasures of 



what Brett calls a "sensitised" community. This decoy falls back 

somewhat in Arenas where the work has less sound and more 

discernible content. But Luensman is still one removed, interested 

neither in signature nor personality. 

In this show in particular I'm dealing with more personal 

narrative content than I have in the past.. .. The tree house piece 

in particular is really loaded with images I've held onto for a 

long time. This piece is actually a very strong childhood memory 

based on the back yard where I grew up. Arenas has a lot of 

narrative content that I won't put into the descriptions. I don't 

find it necessary. 

He won't have the credit pointing toward him as author but is 

rather more interested in setting into play materials, lights, and 

images that take over the telling of the drama. Once Luensman 

has completed his work the conversation is between the work's 

components and its audience. This characteristic lies behind 

Luensman's inexpressive use of materials, which typically register 

no personal marks. These industrially fabricated components are 

put together with the restraint of someone assembling a toy; an 

apt analogy where Luensman designs pieces to stimulate ludic 

wonder. The pleasure taken in encountering Chain Rain, for 

example, increases as your response to the components of the 

piece oscillates between appreciation of their machined quality 

and aston ishment at the wizardry of their metamorphosis. 

But Luensman's restraint has me starting to formulate a 

different kind of proposition as I try to feel my way through 

understanding sensibilities, materials, and artists' motivations; 

a proposition that directly concerns an artist's identity. 

Elsewhere in Arenas Luensman pays homage to Felix Gonzalez

Torres, whose work in the early 1990s, consisting primarily of 

installations of industrially produced components-candy, light 

bulbs, posters, beaded curtains- forms a rigorous model for the 

withdrawal of evidence of the artist's subjectivity in fac ilitating 

audience involvement. Gonzalez-Torres's piles of candy, chosen 

for calor and flavor, were intended as portraits of individuals, 

sometimes of his boyfriend, whose weight would be matched 

by that of the work. As visitors are invited to take a piece of the 

candy, they conspire in tasting the individual whose portrait 

they have encountered. "it's a metaphor. I'm not pretending 

it to be anything other than this ... . I'm giving you this sugary 

thing ; you put it in your mouth and you suck on someone else's 

body. And in this way, my work becomes part of so many other 

people's bodies. it's very hot. For just a few seconds, I have put 

something sweet in someone's mouth and that is very sexy."4 

I've always felt the intimacy and delicacy of Gonzalez-Torres's 

work, its finely-tuned sensit ivity to others' lives, to be informed 

in part by his being a gay man . And this is outside of the 

connection between the prevailing morbidity of his work and 

the AIDS epidemic that took his life, his lover's, and innumerable 

friends' lives because there was no choice for most of the artists 



caught up in it whether or not to address that experience. 

lt concerns instead an aesthetic approach developed from being 

already outside looking in at an estranged world; at always 

having been in a position from where you forever practiced 

putting your own ego on reserve and struggled to work out 

how you might manage to touch this world at which your straight 

peers irreflexively and confidently groped . 

Then the top will be this milk glass tree house. l'm .. . whitewashing 

some old wood for the door, but the rest of the sides are these 

milk glass panels, and then inside I have this shadow play of 

vague, childlike mysterious things that go on in clubhouses and 

things. So that'// be kind of high up, and then beneath it are 

these bubble memories that came from that same time period for 

me. Actually I came out right after the AIDS crisis so I didn't have 

a Jot of friends dying ... but I do Jive with it in my everyday sexual 

behavior. This show's very different for me in a Jot of ways, even 

though I guess material-wise it won't appear that way. 

That's Luensman tentatively negotiating how to talk around 

Tree House (aka 5730), whereas Grassland, the Gonzalez-Torres 

homage, is much more direct in its references and shares the 

intent of a magical transformation of its materials. Its 560 

inflated green-lit condoms, recalling the multiplicity of 

Go nza lez-Torres's installations, quiver like a vulnerable field 

of g rass, sug gestive of the innumerability of the dead, 

of being mown down, of the poppy fields of the First World 

War, and of the lives that might still be saved but for the rhetoric 

against contraception. And I'm happy to argue that this acute 

sensitivity, successfully attuned toward an understated audience 

engagement, is evident in other gay artists' work. In Donald 

Moffett's The Extravagant Vein video, footage of the Rambles (a 

section of New York's Central Park that is popular for meetings 

between gay men) is projected onto the surface of metallic

pigmented monochrome paintings. These shimmering images 

of trees, bushes, and paths filmed from a static camera fall on 

reflective, paint, which impedes their legibility. The strangeness 

of the visual effect, a slowing down of perception as if we were 

in a mnemonic trance;" tenderly memorializes the intoxication 

of impulsive, presumably unrepeatable, sexual encounters and 

evokes the gradual fading away of their memory. In the 1960s, 

Helio Oiticica, convinced that an intimate encounter between 

audience and art was crucial, repeatedly invented interactive 

art that stimulated sensory pleasures for better realization 

of our potential for creating leisure-based communities . Like 

Luensman, Oiticica wanted his art to acquire its meaning 

through the kinds of participation it provoked . He used color 

and materials as aphrodisiacs, for their capacity to allure and 

intoxicate his audience. Cn§Jeisure was his term for the creative 

richness of indolence as a rebellion against the oppression of a 

conventional work ethic. Installations of Oiticica's encouraged 

viewers to recline in hammocks, listening to Yma Sumac, 



contemplating projected images of cocaine sprinkled on Jimi 

Hendrix album covers . Luensman's sensitization of mass-produced 

elements might be taken as part of this wider project to explore 

the margins of sensibilities. 

it's the use of industrial materials, to use them in a way that 

they still can convey narrative content. I think the sheer surfaces 

of them, at one time it's attractive tactilely, but at the same 

time it keeps you at a distance because it's clean. /like that 

because I can use that dichotomy to move my work forward, 

and I can try and make industrial materials feel warmer or give 

them a playful quality. I think the whole thing's going to have 

this white acrylic surface but then the condoms give a softer 

edge to it. They certainly give it a more human quality. 

tony, what do you like about dancing? 

Luensman has his own high estimation of leisure. If Oiticica was 

entranced by the Rio de Janeiro favela samba, Luensman likes the 

club milieu with its infectious dance music. In Coliseum Fans the 

viewer is welcomed by masses of shaking heads and a loud cheer. 

lt is the club as sculpture; the club crowd as an affectionate machine. 

In another piece in the show I'm using these devices to create 

a Roman coliseum, so you walk into it, and there'// be about a 

thousand of all these moving heads. I did three of these dancing 

hairpieces, based on these gay dance clubs in Taipei. There was a 

basement bar, very, very underground, in all senses of the word. 

For me, going in there for the first time was just a voyeuristic 

experience 'cause it's not really for foreigners. So the idea was 

to make peepholes, with sound coming out, and inside it's this 

crazy scene .. .. The density of it-it's packed-you can't even 

move. The friendliness of it-it's really friendly-the buoyancy 

there .... In our clubs I find this kind of darkness. it feels like the 

sexual energy is higher a lot of times in our clubs. There [in Taipei] 

it's more about dancing and having a great time. 

Luensman's interest in gay clubs also indicates his acknowledgement 

of an intimate mass cultural participation related to the aims of 

his own practice. 

I think of walking into a gallery as walking onto a stage, so I 

always consider the visuals, the sound and the lighting, as where 

the program should be. 

Obviously the club is also community-"the friendliness of 

it"-a community tolerant of abandonment to beautiful music, 

affording the privilege of a physical closeness to total strangers 

without any consequences. 



As if actualizing Medal la's dream, these propose how parts of a 

breathing body might, without any fanfare, suddenly become 

part of the environment through which the visitor moves. 

Furthering a desire deep within Luensman's work, these videos 

imagine fusing body, nature, and collection as a corrective to 

the historic function of museums where geographical location 

(here on a summit overlooking Cincinnati) frequently embodies 

the intellectual elevation of artifacts away from the sweaty 

labor of their or igination . Luensman's idea of the homage 

is restorative in nudging the experience of artworks toward 

everyday instincts, even to the Rabelaisian body of Medal la's 

dream list . Writing about the impact of the first performance 

of John Cage's "4'33"," David Toop reminds us how that work 

intended to restore to music all that its progressive refinements 

had cast out: "Beyond restlessness, a feeling of being cheated 

or conned, lies an acute awareness of the immediate sonic 

environment and its atmosphere. Beyond that lies a plateau 

of memory and fee li ng that may have been unexplored within 

individuals for decades."6 For Luensman, Arenas is directed 

at that unexplored territory-in himself of course, but also 

purposeful ly reconnecting the exhibition's viewers to their own 

submerged memories. The Man in Nature series restores to this 

gal lery the fundamental sense of wonder that lies at the base 

of the practice of landscape painting. Those encounters with the 

sublime of mythic origin-like the experience of sunrise, lunar 

cycles, and plant growth-combine physical identification with 

cognitive estrangement. We surrender sensorially but remain 

intellectually bereft. Luensman's identification of nipple with 

radiant dawn sun, or ear with full moon, recalls the ancient 

Greeks' portrayal of Helios as one of an elaborate mythology that 

preserved a feeling of awe in the face of natural phenomena 

while attributing to the gods a full array of human appetites. 

sound ideas 

Luensman's participatory pieces are "sound-sculpture-ideas" 

where those three categories combine. To encounter these 

pieces as they are activated is to think of them as ideas of what 

a sound scu lpture might be like. it is to see them as sound-ideas. 

Their form derives from their capacity to make a particular 

sound and to attract someone to play them. The feeling "I must 

hit that thing" is acknowledgement of its aesthetic appeal as a 

type of object promising a type of sound. 

That's sort of my sound. I didn't have any reference points ... 

I came out of this just from a visual point of view really. That was 

very interesting for me, to come up with these sounds without 

any ... you know I was not really into performance work ... 

I did not see a lot of work so this came out of sitting in a black 

room together for hours and hours and hours, developing this 

imagery, this sound concept. 

L-------------11------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~----------------j 



Yet it's obvious enough that this "sound concept" requires the 

incorporation of d iverse acoustic attunements that in /rata 

included families of percussion timbres where the chimes (hit 

by a metal ball) in rol!erbells and chimes (tinkled by a metal 

vibrator) in it's annie sprinkle and stacked pleasure (double 

totem) set a high-keyed contrast to the denser reverberations 

of stainless steel doorbell for a larger house (padded peda l on 

metal cylinder), and donation boombox (wooden mallet on 

steel s'pring). Amongst those physically generated tones were 

set synthetic sounds like the squelching siren of a faulty toy car 

in autobe/1. Although there is invariably a consistent acoustic 

image, like the menacing buzzing of the honeycomb structure 

of doorpestilence, the sounds are designed to surprise through 

their clarity or intensity. 

Luensman learned how to make effective sound images 

from his time with Saw Theater when five full-length pieces 

were completed, one of which was Account Me Puppet, an 

adaptation of John Milton's Paradise Lost. The soundtracks 

were developed so that record ing s cou ld be played to 

accompany live performances of actual instruments, which 

Luensman started to design to fit the mood of the work. The tall 

trumpets of Account Me Puppet introduced a hollow ghostly 

sound with a thinned-out quality that suited Milton's character of 

t he Fiend . 

it's annie sprinkle, Anthony Luensman, 2002 

The voice had a very distant, a very interior "monologuish" sound, 

playing off the imagery in Milton ... that's where the brass horns 

came from . 

Increasing ly audiences responded to the instruments as objects, 

and Luensman began to recognize an independence they were 

acquiring from the event of the performance. 
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I love the physical presence of sound. For a Jot of sound work, 

I get tired of it just coming out of speakers, so I try to create my 

own speakers, as some way of physically representing the sound. 

As Luensman described, it involved "giving sound a 

physical look." 

kinetic seduction 

If Windshield Waterfall proposes a radical reorientation to the 

Cincinnati Art Museum's collection, Luensman also invites review 

of the legacy of kinetic art. In 1967, George Rickey concluded 

an article explaining the directive of early kinetic precedents 

for his contemporaries in this way: "kinetic artists ... will spend 

years, perhaps decades, forging adequate technical means 

and, after that, in sorting out and clearing away such weeds as 

illusion, sensationalism, seductiveness, impact, scientific enquiry, 

demonstration of phenomena, and anecdotal record. Only 

then can they cultivate the garden they have entered." 7 

Rickey felt that kinetic art should remain close to the nonobjective 

principles of Russian Constructivism, extended, as he saw it, 

by the reductive forms of Naum Gabo's pioneering motorized 

sculptures. Rickey supported his thesis by a very partial ordering 

of intervening artists such that the iconoclasm and entertaining 

participatory aspects of Alexander Calder's and Lygia Clark's 

artworks were ignored lest they disrupt the passage toward 

greater purity that he envisaged. Of Rickey's list of disposable 

qualities, Luensman has retrieved all seven. That in his own 

backyard those qualities continue to be vigorously cultivated 

shows how much he has thrived within a postmodernist cultural 

environment that subjects Rickey's kind of teleological program 

to skepticism while reestablishing a broader-based theater of 

social engagement for art. Brett explains the shift in this way: 

"If earlier artists pursued energy, contemplated space-time, 

in a spirit of clearing away, starting from zero, from a tabula 

rasa, lately artists have presented such a search as enmeshed in 

culture, as inescapably mediated, as charged with a multitude 

of subjectivities. If one looks at a number of recent works by 

artists internationally, one finds an outlook on the universe 

which is still filled with awe, but also laced with irony.''8 Seven 

years after that observation was made, irony has become less 

productive an orientation for artists critical of what they see as 

a deferral of working out some form of engagement in terms 

of new syntheses of content, political agency, and form. In 

Luensman's case, as with a number of other artists, we could 

substitute "play of intimacy" for "irony." 

Compared to earlier installations, the sound and kineticism of 

Arenas are reduced to a minimum. The steady whispering of 

Grassland's fans and the slight tremor of its mint-green condoms 

are all we can detect. The sixty acrylic cubes and synthetic wire-



stemmed flowers of Forsythia & Fireflies are static apart from 

the faint chirping of crickets and gentle pulse of LEDs scattered 

around its matrix . The steady quiet of Tree House (aka 5730), 

animated by a shadow play of spare figurative elements, is only 

briefly interrupted by a segment of the Bee Gees "Too Much 

Heaven ." In the same room the miniature neon lights of Pick 

Up Sticks rest in a sealed bell jar with neither audio nor kinetic 

components. When there is a puff of breath from the silent 

plasma screen image of a boy in Tree Blower, it triggers only the 

slightest tremor of a miniature model oak tree, the delicately 

rustling paper leaves barely audible. In part, this restraint must 

be due to Luensman's wish to converse with, rather than shout 

down, what is already in the Art Museum's galleries. However, 

it also marks a contemplative turn in his work appropriate to the 

increase in autobiographical references that it contains. 

I don't particularly like to explain things away. A lot of it will 

come from the visual confrontation with the viewer, just in that 

dialogue. I have sort of a backlog of references that are used to 

propel the work forward, but I don't often reveal that whole list. 

The volume of noise and kineticism decreases in proportion to 

an amplified play of intimacy. 

Movement [is present] to a degree, but less and less, even 

though yo u <' C' o~ /11 hi\, it '~ much less. I don't think there's any 

interactive work. it's less kinetic in a lot of ways. I think I'll keep 

moving more and more in that direction . 

engineering personality 

it's worth returning to the machines and elements to consider 

just how Luensman does "make industrial materials feel 

warmer .... " In that Arenas gives Luensman the opportunity to 

work out new procedures for speaking about his past, we may 

discern a weighing of matter and memory in the judgments 

with which he modifies an extraordinary range of components . 

If it were possible to feel the warp and weft of acrylic or LEDs, 

this weighing would be a contemporary equivalent of Waiter 

Benjamin's reminder to himself about how to feel the stuff of 

the past: "What the child (and through faint reminiscence, the 

man) discovers in the pleats of the old material to which it clings 

while trailing at its mother's skirts-that's what these pages 

should contain." 9 A reflection on childhood might seem readily 

discernible in the miniaturization of the oak in Tree Blower or Pick 

Up Sticks, but Luensman is seldom that literal in his reference to 

memory. Mooring 11, one of Arenas's most economical structures, is 

only a miniature dinghy rocking to and fro in a galvanized bucket 

filled with water. Yet it is the formal resourcefulness of the work 

that most effectively evokes a past of young children making the 

most for th eir play of whatever li es around . The great voyage 



Mooring, Anthony Luensman, 2004 

imagined by the child who pushes the toy boat across a tiny ocean 

is a foundational kinetic act and marks the commencement of 

Luensman's own journey into machines. 

The first Mooring was made in Taipei. lt turned the conta iner 

(plastic that time) on its side, filled it with a video projection 

of drifting clouds, and rocked the vessel to the sound of 

seagulls crying . This had evolved as a response to Yuan Goang-

Ming's video of a repeatedly capsizing rowboat. Other works 

from Taipei's Tracings acknowledged similar connections to 

local artists and reveal how Luensman values his works being 

connectors to a place's people . Evoking Luensman's entire 

acoustic experience of that city, undertow(n) used inexpensive 

hardware components as jerry-built speakers to catch ambient 

sounds drifting in from the streets. 

This material, use of this industrial material, was starting about 

this time actually .... A lot of it came from traveling, and just being 

overseas and having to make use with what was there .... This 

installation was for a residency project in this [open] hallway in 

Taipei .... This is all stretched heavy plastic, and the subwoofers 

are actually plastic containers. Picking up these vibrations, or 

wind, or whatever; on the panel together with sounds recorded 

throughout the city of Taipei, running everything through a 

computer process, and then feeding it back to the subwoofers 

would then actually play this bass portrait of Taipei. 

For Arenas, in his hometown, Luensman has turned the receivers 

( 
back toward himself, attuning materials to interpretations 

of how his past might be represented. Forsythia & Fireflies 

provides a plausible model for how the entire structure of the 

exhibition functions. The old gate blocks access to a thick weave 

of rectangular acrylic cubes, glowing LEDs, and entangled 

wire stems budding into yellow petals. This synthetic thicket 

keeps in check any assumption that images of the past will 

easily di·sentangle from the materials that produce them. 

Of the past, the exhibition's works will only provide entangled 

interpretations that verify the density of memory. These 

interpretations are constituted by a rich trellis of materials 

and images at center of which we might imagine the neural-

like structure of Forsythia & Fireflies gently pulsating. 



Mark Harris is an artist, curator and art critic and currently serves 

as Director of the School of Art at the University of Cincinnati 

College of Design, Art, Architecture and Planning. 
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